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Why (& how) do HRTs change the 
behavior of a country?
• In theory of international law, 3 questions regarding international human rights 

treaties (HRTs) are of particular relevance to global labor governance: 

(1) whether HRTs result in any change for people in countries that violate human 
rights? (PEKSEN; BLANTON, 2017); 

(2) why (& how) do HRTs change the behavior of a country? (VILLASMIL PRIETO, 
2011);

(3) & why do countries that plan to violate HRDs approve these treaties (Baccini; 
Koenig-Archibugi, 2014). 

This research project elects one of these questions for its analysis: "why (& how) do 
HRTs change the behavior of a country?". For that, let's take the case of international 

labor law and the International Labor Organization (ILO).



How to measure the ratification of conventions influence 
in a state?

• Brazil is an ILO member and has ratified 97 of the 190 ILO conventions.

• Objective: to identify the influence of the ILO's normative performance 
in Brazil, examining the application of the ratified international labor 
conventions by the Superior Labor Court.

• Justification: to identifying arguments that recognize or undermine the 
validity of ratified conventions.



Research Methodology
ØCollection of data from the TST website 

(http://www.tst.jus.br/jurisprudencia), using the term “ILO Convention”.

Ø600 judicial decisions from 2009 to 2019 were analyzed, 60 decisions for 
each year.

ØUse of quantitative analysis software, Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences (SPSS version 21).























Some findings…
• The 1998 ILO Declaration has been successful, but not all conventions 

equally.
• Non-ratified conventions do not play the role of subsidiary sources of 

Labour Law.
• There is almost no use of conventionality control by the TST, even 

though ILO conventions have a ‘supralegal’ hierarchy, according to the 
Supreme Court.
• Expanding the appeal hypotheses with an explicit reference to ILO 

conventions would strengthen the exercise of conventionality control by 
the court.
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